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Hitler’s Noble Jew: The Life of
Doctor Eduard Bloch
Hitlers Edeljude. Das Leben des
Armenarztes Eduard Bloch

review

This is an extraordinary story in every way. The Blochs were a Jewish

family of Czechoslovakian origin with a strong medical tradition, and

Eduard, born in 1872, combined with his vocation as a doctor a

particular sensitivity to other people’s suffering. It was this sensitivity

that came crucially into play when Klara Hitler, the future Nazi

leader’s mother, fell ill with cancer and was tended by Bloch until her

death in 1907. Such was the young Adolf’s sense of gratitude for

these efforts that years later, when the Nazi party achieved power,

Bloch came to be recognised as Hitler’s ‘Edeljude’, or ‘Noble Jew’.

This was a term used by many antisemites anxious to protect their

special Jewish friends. But Hitler’s personal bestowal of the term was

in a different class. He is even alleged to have said that ‘if there were

more Jews like him (Bloch), then antisemitism would not exist’.

No more personal meetings are recorded between doctor and future

dictator after Klara Hitler’s death, but the Bloch family were granted

many exemptions from the anti-Jewish laws and were permitted to

remain unmolested in Linz. Symbolic of the relationship between the

two men are a couple of postcards reiterating his gratitude which

Hitler afterwards sent to Bloch and which, alarmingly, the Gestapo

later seized, in an attempt to cover up that aspect of their Fuhrer’s

past.
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Eduard’s memoirs, which he wrote in old age in New York, and on

which Brigitte Hamann has based this fascinating book, leave no

doubt about the young Hitler’s utter desolation at his mother’s

suffering and death. So how could anyone capable of such natural

and human feelings go on to unleash such evil and inhuman acts?

Bloch never managed to resolve this contradiction. He himself had

torn feelings – between hatred of the Nazis and compassion for a

once vulnerable and unhappy young man. Of course, he had the

safety of his own family to consider. All of them, parents and children,

emigrated late in the war, at a point when it would have been difficult

if not impossible for other Jews to do so. But that is not really the

point. Readers must judge Bloch’s motives for themselves, and in this

meticulously researched book, full of insights into Hitler’s early years

and complete with appropriate family photographs, they will find

themselves in an excellent position to do so.

press quotes

‘A unique perspective on the Wagners, centred on the

clan’s most controversial member and most tumultous

period…Hamann diligently explores this naive young

woman’s slow seduction by wealth and power.’– Kirkus

Reviews, starred, on Winifred Wagner: A Life at the

Heart of Hitler’s Bayreuth

‘With great diligence to primary sources, Brigitte

Hamann in Hitler’s Vienna destroyed many of the false

assumptions about Hitler’s early life.’– The New

Statesman, Books of the Year 1999 
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